Bet Your Bottom Dollar

WARM AND WITTY, A FEAST FOR
THE HEART ... Use your very last bottom
dollar, if you have to. Just BUY THIS
BOOK. You will laugh yourself sick and
love every minute of it. - Jill Conner
Browne, The Sweet Potato Queen
Welcome to the Bottom Dollar Emporium
in Cayboo Creek, South Carolina, where
everything from coconut mallow cookies to
Clabber Girl Baking Powder costs a dollar
but the coffee and gossip are free. For the
Bottom Dollar gals, work time is
sisterhood time. When news gets out that
a corporate dollar store is coming to town,
the women are thrown into a tizzy, hoping
to save their beloved store as well their
friendships. Meanwhile the manager is
canoodling with the towns wealthiest
bachelor and their romance unearths some
startling family secrets.
The first in a
series, Bet Your Bottom Dollar serves up a
heaping portion of small town Southern life
and introduces readers to a cast of eccentric
characters. Pull up a wicker chair, set out a
tall glass of Cheer Wine, and immerse
yourself in the adventures of a group of
women
who
the
Atlanta
Journal-Constitution calls, ...the kind of
steel magnolias who would make Scarlett
OHara envious. Praise for BET YOUR
BOTTOM DOLLAR: In a first novel that
is guaranteed to please Fannie Flagg and
Bailey White fans, Gillespie introduces the
Bottom Dollar Girls with a flair for timing
and a cheeky Southern turn of
phrase...Brace for a wild ride chock-full of
Southern wit and downhome advice from a
clutch of quirky characters you will hope to
see again soon. - Booklist A winner of a
first novel, filled with Southern-style
zingers and funny folks. - Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) The characters are the
kind of steel magnolias who would make
Scarlett OHara envious. - Atlanta
Journal-Constitution Laugh out loud...this
perfect summer read [will] find permanent
beach-house residence. - Richmond
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Times-Dispatch What a delight! Bet Your
Bottom Dollar is warm and witty, a feast
for the heart. - Jennifer Chiaverini, New
York Times Bestselling Author of the Elm
Creek Quilts Novels This laugh-out-loud
tale serves up Southern-fried humor with a
spicy Steel Magnolia kick... One would be
hard-pressed to find any flaws in this
carefully crafted work that reads as if your
best friend was giving you the low-down
on the latest gossip. - Savannah Morning
News
Books in the Bottom Dollar
Southern Fiction Series: BET YOUR
BOTTOM DOLLAR (#1) A DOLLAR
SHORT (#2) February 2015 DOLLAR
DAZE (#3) May 2015 Part of the Henery
Press Chick Lit Collection, if you like one,
youll probably like them all... Author Bio:
Karin Gillespie is national bestselling
author of five novels and a humor
columnist for Augusta Magazine. Her
nonfiction writing had been in the New
York Times, The Writer Magazine and
Romantic Times. She maintains a website
and blog at Karingillespie.net. Sign up for
her newsletter on her website, follow her
on Twitter or connect with her on
Facebook.

- 2 min - Uploaded by iJulieBearlyrics: The sunll come out Tomorrow Bet your bottom dollar That tomorrow There ll
be sun Also, you bet or you can bet your bottom or bottom dollar or (sweet) life. You can be absolutely sure, as in You
bet your ass Ill be there, or You can bet youryou (can) bet your life/your bottom dollar meaning, definition, what is you
(can) bet your life/your bottom dollar: used when you are sure that you know wha.Bottom dollar definition is - last
dollar. How to use bottom dollar in a sentence. Definition of bottom dollar. : last dollar. you can bet your bottom
dollarDefine you can bet your bottom dollar. you can bet your bottom dollar synonyms, you can bet your bottom dollar
pronunciation, you can bet your bottom dollarBe certain that something will happen (so much so that one would
hypothetically risk ones last dollar betting on it). I lost my umbrella, so you can bet your bottombet your bottom
dollar??????? ?? ????????;???????????? bet your life????? - ?1079??????????????????????Bet Your Bottom Dollar
Meaning. Definition: A sure thing. This idiom describes something that is sure or certain to happen. If someone says that
you should bet your bottom dollar on an outcome, he or she believes the outcome is guaranteed.(You) bet your bottom
dollar. you???????????????????????1???????????????bet:???bottom dollar:????????Last dollar. The only money you
have left. You can bet your bottom dollar (insert whatever sure thing you are talking about here). #dollar#bet on it. by
thegrinchd - 6 min - Uploaded by Norbert GulicsBackground vocals: Phyllis Hyman Ullanda McCullough.bet your
bottom dollar - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.What is you can bet your life / your bottom
dollar (phrase)? you can bet your life / your bottom dollar (phrase) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan - 3
min - Uploaded by 1lennyThe flip side of Baby Shes Gone from 1957.Verb. bet ones bottom dollar. (idiomatic) To be
absolutely sure of something to be certain enough of something to wager everything. He talks about it a lot, but I would
bet my bottom dollar that he has never actually been there.Be certain that something will happen (so much so that one
would hypothetically risk ones last dollar betting on it). I lost my umbrella, so you can bet your bottombet your bottom
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dollar in Hebrew - Translation of bet your bottom dollar to Hebrew from Morfix dictionary, the leading online English
Hebrew translation site, with Will I lose my job if I dont do/keep my duty well? Well you can bet your bottom dollar on
it. I remember there is a phrase You can bet yourThis is one of the many card gambling terms. When a card player
would place their bet, they would pull money off the top of the stack of money they had in frontEditorial Reviews. From
Booklist. In a first novel that is guaranteed to please Fannie Flagg and Bailey White fans, Gillespie introduces the
Bottom Dollar Girls
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